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in the States. The question as to intent to defraud is not
considered, it being held sufficient to establish the fact of
adulteration to secure conviction. The term " medicine"

comprises every article used for the preservation of health
or the relief and cure of disease in man and animals,-
antiseptics, disinfectants, and cosmetics coming within the
category. It is proposed that the duty of prosecution shall
be imposed upon a State Bureau of Health, which will
cause action to be taken on the complaint of any consumer
of an adulterated article. 

____

WE may remind our readers that at the next meeting of
the Pathological Society of London, on March 18th, the
subject of Lardaceous Disease, its Anatomical Distribution
and Pathological Relations, will come on for discussion.
Members are invited to give notice of their intention to
exhibit specimens or take part in the debate.

AN election of two members of Council in the Royal
College of Surgeons in Ireland, in the room of Messrs.
M’Dowell and Ledwich, deceased, took place last Tuesday.
The following were the candidates :-Messrs. Brunker,
Madden, Baker, Bennett, Meldon, Swanzy, and Stoker; the
first and last-named gentlemen being successful.

INTELLIGENCE has been received of the death of Lieu-
tenant W. Hall, Army Hospital Corps, at the battle of
Isandula on the 22nd February. Mr. Hall was serving
under Surgeon-Major Sheppard, and it is supposed was
massacred at the same time. He leaves a widow and five
children to mourn his loss.

WE are glad to hear that, at the recent meeting of the
members of University College, Professor Erichsen was
elected a member of the Council. Mr. Erichsen’s extensive
and practical knowledge of medical education will make his
presence at the Council Board of great value.

WE regret to announce the death of Professor Sormen-
schein, one of the most accomplished chemists in Prussia.
He died at the age of sixty-two, and was considered one oj
the best analysts in Germany.

THE anniversary dinner of the Medical Society of Londoi
will be held at the Criterion Restaurant, Piccadilly-circus;
on Saturday, March 8th, at seven o’clock.

New Inventions.
A HAND AND FOOT SPRAY APPARATUS.

(BY MR. M. A. FROST. F.R.C.S.)

THIS is an apparatus for using carbolic-acid spray during
operations without the aid of steam. The hand and the foot
alternately work the instrument. Its cost is very moderate,
and it is said that it can be used by anyone. We all
know how soon the hand becomes tired of working a spray-
producer. But here when the hand is tired the foot takes

up the task, and the hand and foot alternately relieve each
other. It has been used for all sorts of operations in the
North Staffordshire Infirmary, and seems worthy of a trial.
It can be carried and employed much more easily thar
the steam instrument, and is obviously handy for private
practice, where it might not be so easy to get "the stean
up." The instrument is- made by the firm of Messrs. Sali
and Son, of Birmingham. ____

STETHOSCOPE.
MR. W. H. BORHAM, of Halstead, sends us an ingeniously

contrived stethoscope, made with a disc of thin skin at each

end. The idea is based on that of the telephone, and it is
believed that sounds will be conveyed from one disc to the
other and to the tympanum with greater clearness than with
the ordinary stethoscope. After many trials of the modified

instrument, we must confess to retaining a preference for
the ordinary form. But, at the same time, some improve-
ments in the material of which the vibrating discs are com-
posed might add to the utility of the new instrument.

ULSTER CAPE-RUG.

MESSRS. B. BENJAMIN & SONS, of Ulster House, Conduit.
street, W., have introduced a cape-rug combining the advan.
tages of a wrap for the knees and an Inverness cape. The rug
forms the lower part or skirt of the garment, and the cape
either falls behind or is readily raised and covers the shoul.
ders effectually. The article is likely to prove of special
value to medical men, affording a complete protection from
the weather, and being easily adapted to either of its uses

during a drive, while forming a handsome walking cloak for
general purposes. It is a specialty of this firm to manu-
facture Ulster goods from undyed wool, the differences of
natural colour being ingeniously utilised to form a pattern.

INJECTING APPARATUS.

DR. BELL, of Edinburgh, has designed, and the Glasgow
Apothecaries’ Company have manufactured, an appliance
consisting of an india-rubber bag with long tube attached,
which affords ready means of giving an injection either

per anum or vaginam. The bag is simply raised to a level
above that of the patient, and the fluid falls by its own
gravity, the jet being in proportion to the height, weight,
and quantity.

’ 

Dr. Rasch, of Finsbury, has devised, and Messrs. Tyke,
of the City-road, are selling, a simple tube, of suitable

’ 
material, with a heavy metal suction extremity, and a long
vaginal injection-tube at the opposite end. The tube is

, 

immersed in a vessel of water or fluid of any kind, and,
being firmly compressed while so immersed, and drawn over
the side of the vessel, acts as a syphon, and discharges the
whole contents of the vessel&mdash;which can of course be re-
newed-in the form of a continuous and easy jet. This

arrangement is remarkable for its simplicity, readiness, and
efficienty 

THE PLAGUE.

IT would appear to be tolerably certain that plague has
disappeared from the Lower Volga, but Russia is full of
rumours as to the occurrence of scattered cases of disease in
various parts of the empire, and even a probable case is re-
ported in St. Petersburg.
On the Lower Volga no new case has been reported for

over three weeks, but the sanitary cordon is still maintained
around the infected area, and, in view of the opening of the
navigation on the Volga, arrangements are being made for
completing the cordon on the river by an armed flotilla.
The process of burning those villages, or such part of
them as may have been decreed to be destroyed by
fire, has already commenced ; the cemeteries in which the
dead from plague are interred are being covered with deep
layers of quicklime and earth; and when cleansing opera-
tions and chemical disinfection are held to be requisite,
these measures are being energetically carried out. Much
care is being given to destroying by burning textile materials
found in the houses where the sick have laid. The Austro-

Hungarian Commission are now within the infected area,
and have entered upon their work. They have divided into
two parties, one of which is engaged in examining the
localities in which plague prevailed on the left bank of the


